
M-EPA-UD2001 2Urban Driver 
Mock EPA Multiple Choice Test 

The seal on this examination paper must only be broken by the candidate at the time of the examination. 

Under no circumstances should a candidate use an unsealed examination paper. 

Under no circumstances should you, the candidate, use an unsealed examination paper.  
This examination consists of 30 multiple-choice  questions. 
The exam is worth 30 marks, with a Pass being 21 marks, and Distinction 27 marks. 
The duration of this examination is 45 minutes. 
You are NOT allowed any assistance to complete the answers. 
You must use a pencil to complete the answer sheet - pens must NOT be used. 
When completed, please leave the examination answer sheet (EAS)  on the desk. 

EXAMINATION ANSWER SHEET (EAS) INSTRUCTIONS:  
For each question, fill in ONE answer ONLY. 
If you make a mistake, ensure you erase it thoroughly. 
You must mark your choice of answer by shading in ONE answer circle only. 
Please mark each choice like this: 

All candidates MUST sign the Examination Answer Sheet (EAS) in the bottom 
right-hand corner of the page before leaving the examination room. 
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1

Vehicle maintenance records must be kept for a 
minimum of: 

A. 12 months 

B. 15 months 

C. 20 months 

D. 24 months 

2

According to the HSE guidance on the correct 
manual handling technique, what is the first 
step in safe lifting? 

A. Assess the load 

B. Ensure legs are shoulder-width apart 

C. Maintain a good grip 

D. Stop and think 

3

Personal protective equipment (PPE) is designed 
and used to: 

A. reduce insurance claims 

B. reduce sick leave due to injury 

C. reduce the risk of harm 

D. prevent any accidents from occurring 

4

The most suitable way of transporting gas 
cylinders is: 

A. horizontally 

B. in an upright position 

C. placed between other items 

D. in the cab next to the driver 

5

Which of the following would not be a regular feature 
in an urban environment? 

A. Congestion 

B. Parking restrictions 

C. Motorways 

D. B roads 

6

You are driving on a road and traffic is becoming quite 
busy. You have left a suitable space from the vehicle in 
front until a car overtakes and pulls in front of you. 
What action should you take? 

A. Brake heavily and pull back 

B. Indicate and pull into the next lane 

C. Maintain your speed and let the driver in front 
move forward to create a safe distance 

D. Slow down until there is a safe distance between 
your vehicle and the car 

7

When driving in snow and ice, the vehicle's stopping 
distance will increase by: 

A. 2 times 

B. 4 times 

C. 10 times 

D. 12 times 
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8

When delivering goods off-road and onto a 
construction site, the personal protective 
equipment (PPE) required includes: 

A. safety boots, a high-visibility vest, hard hat 
and safety gloves 

B. a high-visibility vest, safety boots, dust mask 
and ear plugs 

C. safety boots, ear protection, safety goggles 
and gloves 

D. a high-visibility vest, ear protection, 
gauntlets and safety shoes 

9

If the weather changes suddenly with heavy rain, 
mist and visibility under 100 metres, you should: 

A. slow down, put the headlights on and find a 
safe place to park until the weather 
improves 

B. slow down and put the windscreen wipers, 
headlights and fog lights on 

C. stop immediately and put the windscreen 
wipers and fog lights on before continuing 

D. slow down and put the headlights, 
windscreen wipers and hazard warning 
lights on 

10

Which of the following is an example of a live 
load? 

A. Volatile goods 

B. Animals 

C. Ammunition 

D. Petroleum (fuel) 

11

Unless indicated, a bridge in the UK will be at least: 

A. 4.8 metres (16 ft) 

B. 5 metres (16.6 ft) 

C. 5.8 metres (19 ft) 

D. 6 metres (19.8 ft) 

12

When using a Hiab crane fitted to a vehicle to lift a 
load, what is used to stabilise the vehicle? 

A. Chocks 

B. Counter weights 

C. Outriggers 

D. Booms 

13

If you remove your driver's card at the end of your shift 
but then do an additional 30 minutes work, the next 
day you should record this by: 

A. informing your transport manager 

B. adding a manual entry to your tachograph 

C. informing the HR department 

D. putting your driver's card in the slot 30 minutes 
before you start 

14

After driving through a ford or flood, you should: 

A. perform an emergency stop to dry the brakes 

B. accelerate away quickly 

C. avoid braking until the brakes have dried out 

D. keep in a low gear while pressing the footbrake 
gently 
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15

Which of the following is the best type of vehicle 
to use for carrying building materials such as 
bricks and blocks? 

A. Flatbed 

B. Drop side 

C. Box 

D. Tipper 

16

When should you not use the vehicle horn? 

A. While stationary on the road 

B. Between 11pm and 6am 

C. During a vehicle pre-operational check 

D. During a vehicle post-operational check 

17

If you are involved in a road traffic collision, the 
first action you should take is to: 

A. check for injuries 

B. administer first aid 

C. secure the area 

D. phone your manager 

18

Which of the following would not be classed as a 
hazard when completing a dynamic risk 
assessment? 

A. Oil on the road 

B. A blind bend 

C. Potholes in the road 

D. A bridge strike 

19

Fog lights should be used when visibility is less than: 

A. 50 metres 

B. 100 metres 

C. 250 metres 

D. 300 metres 

20

Which 2 regulations cover equipment such as tail lifts 
and vehicle-mounted cranes? 

A. Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment 
Regulations 1998 (LOLER) and Provision and Use of 
Work Equipment Regulations 1998 (PUWER) 

B. Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992 
and Personal Protective Equipment at Work 
(Amendment) Regulations 2022 

C. Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment 
Regulations 1998 (LOLER) and Manual Handling 
Operations Regulations 1992 

D. Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 
1998 (PUWER) and Personal Protective Equipment 
at Work (Amendment) Regulations 2022 

21

A load consisting of metal plates needs to be 
restrained by: 

A. load lock bars 

B. rope and chains 

C. chain and tensioners 

D. webbing straps 

22

What are the restrictions on a red route with double 
red lines? 

A. No stopping at any time 

B. No stopping between 7am - 7pm 

C. No stopping except for loading and unloading 

D. No parking at any time 
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23

Under the Working Time Regulations 1998, in a 
single week, a driver can work a maximum of: 

A. 40 hours 

B. 48 hours 

C. 50 hours 

D. 60 hours 

24

Under the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and 
Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 2013 
(RIDDOR), an incident resulting in a serious 
employee injury that happened on-site would be 
investigated by: 

A. the driver's HR department 

B. the police 

C. the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) 

D. the on-site first aider 

25

LEZ regulations may be in force in certain areas. 
LEZ means: 

A. low emission zone 

B. light environment zone 

C. larger environment zone 

D. London emission zone 

26

You must start a new tachograph chart every: 

A. 12 hours 

B. 24 hours 

C. 36 hours 

D. 48 hours 

27

Which of the following best describes the sign that 
would be attached to a vehicle carrying dangerous 
goods? 

A. A blue rectangle with white lettering and symbols 

B. A red triangle with black lettering and symbols 

C. A diamond shape of various colours and symbols 

D. A round shape with various colours and symbols 

28

Near misses must be reported because this: 

A. reduces liability 

B. minimises down time 

C. is part of a moral duty 

D. helps to prevent accidents 

29

Uneven weight distribution can lead to: 

A. decreased fuel consumption 

B. fixed penalties 

C. stable brake forces 

D. a lower centre of gravity 

30

The safest method of operating a pallet truck is to: 

A. grip with both hands and pull 

B. grip with 1 hand and push to allow 360-degree 
observation 

C. pull with 1 hand to allow 360-degree observation 

D. grip with both hands and push 
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